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Highly qualified Mutuel Clerk with experience in the industry. Enjoy creative 
problem solving and getting exposure on multiple projects, and I would excel in 
the collaborative environment on which your company prides itself.

MAY 2005 – JUNE 2016
MUTUEL CLERK - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for handling large amounts of money, accepting money for 
purchases and counting back correct change, and dealing with people in all 
moods.

 Able to handle very large amounts of money (sometimes thousands of dollars at
a time) and being accurate in my money box with no money lost or gained at 
the end of each day.

 Used Math and social skills working with a large group of people (other mutuel 
clerks), as well as working with the public on a minute-to-minute basis 
(sometimes very fast paced).

 Collected bets in the form of cash or chips, verifying and recording amounts.
 Answered questions about game rules and casino policies.
 Computed and verified amounts won and lost, then pay out winnings or refer 

patrons to workers such as gaming cashiers so that winnings can be collected.
 Collected cards or tickets from players.

2003 – 2005
MUTUEL CLERK - DELTA CORPORATION

 Responsible for customer service and large cash transactions up to $5,000.
 Seasonal Job.
 Very Fast paced environment, 100% responsible for all money handled on a 

daily basis, accuracy and efficiency are essential.
 Exchanged bet tickets for money.
 Issued winnings.
 Counted and recorded money in drawers.
 Made change for customers.

EDUCATION

Diploma
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SKILLS

Phlebotomy, Clerical Skills.
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